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ABSTRACT

The CCITT has recently proposed a Draft
Recommendation for a tandemable 64 kbps PCM to 32
kbps ADPCM transcoder algorithm t11,[2. This
paper presents a real-time hardware and software
realization of the algorithm based on a single TI
TMS 32010 each for the encoder and decoder.
Objective and subjective results indicate that our

changes in the adaptive quantizer and prediction
filter, which make this single pP chip realization
possible, do not degrade system performance
relative to the CCITT algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently the most attractive alternative to
64 kbps PCM transmission of voice appears to be the
32 kbps Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation
(ADPCM) [3],L4],[5]. Recent research has
demonstrated that tandemable ADPCM coders, leading
to a doubling of channel capacity, are possible
with only a marginal decrease in performance over
64 kbps PCM [6],[7],[11J. CCITT Study Group XVIII
has produced a draft recommendation for a
tandemable 64 kbps PCM to 32 kbps ADPCM transcoder
(referred to as Draft Recommendation G.7zz in this
work). G.7zz contains detailed arithmetic and

logic specifications for an algorithm implementable
with currently available LSI circuitry and work
continues at several industrial firms on
characterizing the algorithm's performance and on
practical implementations given the present IC
technology [8],E9].

This paper discusses a real-time

microprocessor implementation -- together with its
performance evaluation -- based upon certain
arithmetic modifications of the G.7zz algorithm.
The details of the modifications, which make the
single microprocessor chip realization each for the
coder and decoder, and which we have dubbed as

USF32, are presented elsewhere [10],[13]

II. REAL TIME HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

While selection of the TMS32O1O sets some
requirements on various architectural aspects of
the design, the ADPCM algorithm largely determines
the major architectural features. For simplicity
and in keeping with a desire that the system also
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emulate a possible LSI chip design, the board
should use a common clock generator. The
processing requirements of the encoder/decoder
sections necessitate a dual—processor
configuration. Although the Recommendation calls
for PCM I/O, on—board PCM conversion with analog
I/O increases the utility of the design as does
parallel and serial ADPCM I/O. These elements have
been incorporated in the board's architecture
depicted in Fig. 2.

Referring to the block diagram, the system
naturally divides into 3 sections: CPU and Memory
#1, CPU and Memory #2, and I/O and Clock Generator.
The two CPU and Memory sections are virtually
identical, consisting of a CPU interfaced to a
4Kx16 PROGRAM MEMORY and 8-bit PARALLEL INPUT and
PARALLEL OUTPUT ports for data I/O. The CONTROL
logic provides control signals for these elements
along with the OPTION SELECT circuitry. Since the
board emulates an LSI CODEC, only the PCM
compression law select, p/A SEL; the PARALLEL INPUT
and INPUT CONTROL from CPU #1; and the PARALLEL
OUTPUT and OUTPUT CONTROL from CPU #2 are brought
off the board. The RESET circuitry provides the
signals to reset the entire system from an on-board
switch or external RESET signal.

The remaining secton of the board includes the
CLOCK which generates 18.432 mHz for the CPU, 2.048
mHz and 128 Hz for the PCM I/O, and 128 kHz for the
serial ADPCM INPUT and ADPCM OUTPUT. Analog
information interfaced to the board through the
ANALOG INPUT INTERFACE and ANALOG OUTPUT INTERFACE
at standard 300 mV RMS levels is converted to and
from digital format via the PCM I/O section.
ANALOG LOOPBACK and PCM LOOPBACK are provided at
the board edge for test and debug. Parallel or
serial ADPCM data format is determined by the ADPCM
P/S SELECT -—— if aerial I/O is desired, 128 kHz
data clocks mut be provided at AOUTCLK and AINCLK
to the ADPCM OUTPUT and ADPCM INPUT circuits so
that 32 kbps data may be transferred from ADPCM
SOUT and SIN.

The first consideration in designing the
software is the question of interrupt—driven versus
polled I/O operation. Due to the nature of the
algorithm a polled scheme emerges as the natural
choice. Input/Output is minimal, consisting of PCN
data, ADPCM data and the board configuration
switches, and can all be done at the sample clock
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time. Table 1 lists the major components of the
real-time software and the processing modules
in each file.

The encoder and decoder each are comprised of
all files, save for INPUT.TMS and OUTPUT.TMS, in
the table. In general the code is organized into
modules corresponding to those of the
Recommendation. As described below, only the
execution order is slightly altered, controlled by
INPUT.TMS in the encoder and OUTPUT.TMS in the
decoder.

The encoder and decoder flow diagrams in Fig.3
complete the description of the real—time software
structure. Briefly the flow for both sections may
be summarized: On power—up or reset, P interrupts
are disabled, various algorithm variables
initialized and a wait—loop entered. On receipt of
a sample clock, (tested by the BIOZ instruction)
the encoder inputs a PCM data sample, outputs an
ADPCE data sample and inputs the status of the DIP
configuration switch; in complementary fashion the
decoder inputs an ADPOM sample, outputs a POE
sample and inputs status from its configuration
switch. Both units then compute the quantizer
step—size and predict the next PCM sample value.
The encoder uses this information to compute the
difference signal and quantize it to yield the
ADPCM output value. In either section, the
appropriate ADPCM sample is inverse—quantized then
reconstructed signal values calculated. The ADPCM
sample is next used to adapt the quantizer scale
factor, speed control factor, and predictor
parameters. The encoder re-enters the sample clock
wait—loop at this point; the decoder first converts
the reconstructed signal sample to PCM format and
does the synchronous coding adjustment before
entering the wait-loop. On receipt of the next
sample clock the entire cycle repeats.

It has been noted above that the
Recommendation specifies the computational details
of the ADPCM algorithm in exacting detail ——even
though those operations are not necessarily optimum
for microprocessor—based implementations. These
algorithm modifications (USF32) for TMS32O
implementation, have focused on required changes to
the adaption filters and the predictor which also
affected their numeric properties and thus required
demonstration that algorithm performance is not
affected. Some additional variations which
involve computational methods but do not modify the
input—output behavior of the specific element and
so do not affect algorithm performance were also

necessary.

With program memory available well in excess
of that required for executable code, room exists
for large data table. Look-up tables have been
used to advantage in the EXPAND module for
direction conversion of A—Law and p—Law values to
linear PCM. The modules RECNST, FUNCTW, and FUNCTF
rely on table look—ups for converting the ADPCM
code to different representations. POE conversions
by shift techniques would require 2 to 7 times the
execution time than table look-ups depending on the
PCM segment number. A similar situation exists
with the RECNST, FUNCTF, and FUNCTW mappings.
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More significant are the modules requiring

many-to-one mappings such as LOG, GUAM, and
COMPRESS. The mappings in these routines take a
range of values with the same order of magnitude
into a single value. Since 14—bit to 16—bit input

values are involved, straight look—up techniques
would require prohibitively large tables. On the
other hand shift—and—compare techniques require too
much execution time. A hybrid technique was
devised whereby a few shifts scale the input value
appropriately to reduce its range and then the
output is selected from a corresponding look—up
table. Execution times approach that of straight
look-ups but with a substantial reduction in

required memory.

LOG and COMPRESS also require data dependent
scaling as does ALOG. Typically a shift loop
executed the proper number of times might be used.
The computed subroutine call and barrel shifter of
the TMS32O1O permits a more efficient method. In
the real—time code, the desired number of shifts
constitutes an index into a series of subroutines

arranged contiguously in program memory. Each
subroutine merely executes an accumulator load
through the barrel shifter with the desired number
of shifts (and stores the result in some cases) and
returns. Time savings of 0% to more than 1000%
over a shift loop result, depending on the number
of shifts.

Table 1 also summarizes the real—time software
resource requirements. As the table indicates,
both sections use less than the 576 microprocessor
cycles available per sample with an 8 kHz sample
clock and 18.432 mHz processor clock. Also, the
encoder and decoder each occupy less than 2K of
program memory so that they each may be burned into
only 2 fusible link PROMs. The final system thus
meets the design objectives of real—time operation
and minimum parts count.

III. REAL—TIME CODER PERFORMANCE
Before fabricating the real-time coder,

FORTRAN simulations of the Recommendation and
modified algorithms were run. These simulations
characterized coder SNR Input Level and Gain
variation versus Input Level for both speech and
sine—wave inputs. Both algorithms showed little
difference in SNR or Gain variation for 1,2,4 and 7
coders in tandem with sine—wave inputs. Fig. 1
shows plots of this data for 7 coder tandems. With
speech data both algorithms exhibited SNR
degradation as the tandem length increased but
virtually no performance difference between the
coders was observed, Figs. 5 and 6 are plots for 1
and 7 coders in tandem.

The Mean Opinion Score method utilized by
CCITT for characterizing the Draft Recommendation
algorithm provides meaninful subjective coder
performance measurements of the real—time hardware
with the modified algorithm. The test method is

very simple: A group of listeners assign
EXCELLENT, GOOD, FAIR, POOR or BAD evaluations to

speech segements processed through a particular
coding system. These ratings correspond to numeric
values of 1 to 5 (5=EXCELLENT, 1BAD), the average
of which becomes the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) for
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that coding system.

Speech materials for this testing consisted of
six sentences commonly used for Diagnostic Rhyme
Tests (DRT) (and other subjective tests of speech
coders). The sentences contain a large number of
speech sounds, relative to their length and thus
present a substantial challenge to speech coders
with a minimum of speaker effort.

To provide additional reference data 64 kbps
PCM and 56 kbps PCM codings were tested in addition
to the 32 kbps ADPCM algorithm. Although the board
includes capability for direct 64 kbps PCI1
loopback, the 611 kbps operation was done in
software so that any noise introduced into the

analog circuitry by the digital sections would be
substantially the same for all configurations. Six
listeners rated 90 sentences per coder type,
uttered by five speakers.

Averaged across all speakers and listeners,
the MOS numbers continue to rank the 64 kbps PCN

(3.78), 56 kbps PCM (3.64), and 32 kbps ADPCM
(3.34) in that order of preference. Excluding
anomolous scores assigned by one listener and
assigned to one speaker changed only the final MOS
values (4.15,3.82,3.52) without changing the

ranking.

The report of the CCITT Study Group [12]
includes MOS numbers from tests conducted in 7

participating countries (China, France, Germany,
Italy, Japan, United Kingdon, United States).
Scores by country range from 3.52 to 4.45 with an
average of 3.95 for 64 kbps PCM and from 3.28 to
4.27 with an average of 3.71 for the Recommendation
32 kbps ADPCM coder. Data for 56 kbps PCM are not
reported. The real—time coder investigated here
thus yields results compatible both numerically and
in rank ordering with those for the CCITT
algorithm. Basic performance of the real—time 32
kbps ADPCM algorithm proposed in this research thus
seems comparable to that of the CCITT Draft
Recommendation algorithm.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The TI TMS32O DSP microprocessor based
tandemable 32 kbps ADPCM/PCM transcoder presented
here incorporates several variations (USF32) to the
CCITT algorithm. It has been shown that these
arithmetic changes do not noticeably degrade
performance, but sufficiently reduce coder
complexity so that the encoder and decoder
operations may each be handled by a single
TMS32O1O. Due to hardware limitations, speech
quality through various coder tandems could not be
tested here nor could the effect of channel errors
be assessed. This is the subject of further
research on the real-time algorithm.
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Table 1: Real—Tine Software Resource Requirements
Program
Menory

Execution

Cycles
Program
Memory

Execution

Cycles

INPUT
10
EXPAND
SUBTA
E500CO

315
29

275
6
5

59
27
21

5
5

OUTPUT
10
CMPRSS
EXPAND
SUBTA
ENCDCD
SYNC

433
29
77

275
6
E
40

145

27
58
21
5
5

28

ADPQNT
LOG
SUBTB

QUY

514
474
3
37

56
32
3

21

ADPQNT
LOG
SUBTB

QUAN

514
474
3
37

56
32
3
21

1ADQNT
RECNST
ANTILG
ADDA

58
6
49
3

30
U
19
3

IADQNT
RECNST
ANTILG
ADDA

58
6

49
3

30
U
19

3

QNTSCL
MIX
FXSCTW
FILTD
LIMB
FILTE

83
26
21
4
13

17

76
38
7
4
10
16

QNTSCL
MIX
FENCTW
FILTO
LIMB
FILTE

83
28
21

4
13
17

76
38
7
4
10

16

QNTSPD
LIMA
FIJNCTF

FILTA
FILTB
SUBTC
FILTC

61
9
21
4
4
17

6

46
9
7
4
4
16
8

QNTSPD
LIMA
FIJNCTF
FILTA
FILIB
SUBTC
FILTC

61

9
21
4
4
17
6

46
9
7
4
4
16

6

PRDCTR
FILl
ADDS

38
23
15

37
24
13

PRDCTR
FILT
AODB

36
23
15

37
24
13

PRDADP
UPS
AODC
UPA1

EPA2
LIMO
LIMO

165
78
12
11

29
15
20

154
72
12
10
28
13
19

PRDADP
096
ADDC
OPAl
UPA2
LIMC
LIMO

155
78
12
11

29
15
20

154

72
12

10

28
13

19-

TOTAL 1T ZS7 TT 4T

37.2.3
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Figure 3: Real—Time Software Flow Diagrams
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Figure 4: Sine—Wave Performance

(7 Coders)

Figure 5: Speech Performance

(1 Coder)
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Figure 6: Speech Performance

(7 Coders)

Figure 1: ADPCN System

Figure 2: System Architecture
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